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Input retrieval systems sorted best to worst
TREC 3: Combining the top i systems in order.
first i input systems combined by Bayes Optimal
first i input systems combined by CombMNZ
first i input systems combined by r-CombMNZ
input system i
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Input retrieval systems sorted best to worst
TREC 5: Combining the top i systems in order.
first i input systems combined by Bayes Optimal
first i input systems combined by CombMNZ




















Input retrieval systems sorted best to worst
TREC 5 (partial): Combining the top i systems in order.
first i input systems combined by Bayes Optimal
first i input systems combined by CombMNZ
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Input retrieval systems sorted worst to best
TREC 3: Combining the worst i systems in order.
first i input systems combined by Bayes Optimal
first i input systems combined by CombMNZ
first i input systems combined by r-CombMNZ
input system i
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Input retrieval systems sorted worst to best
TREC 5: Combining the worst i systems in order.
first i input systems combined by Bayes Optimal
first i input systems combined by CombMNZ
first i input systems combined by r-CombMNZ
input system i


















Input retrieval systems sorted worst to best
TREC 5 (partial): Combining the worst i systems in order.
first i input systems combined by Bayes Optimal
first i input systems combined by CombMNZ
first i input systems combined by r-CombMNZ
input system i























Number of random input systems
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Number of random input systems






























Number of random input systems
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